Springer-Miller’s Teres™ POS provides premium, guest-centric point-of-sale for food and beverage and retail operations at your luxury hotel or resort. This hotel POS system is designed to handle either large, high volume operations or smaller venues. Customize screens to the operation type or user.

**FEATURES**

- Daily unlimited transactions by table, bartender or cashier modes
- Unlimited menus, items and modifiers; menu button background, font and logo flexibility
- Course and seat assignments; item countdown inquiry
- Splits by item, seat number, percentage
- Multiple printer assignments and direction
- Unlimited room layout and table configuration
- Retail returns
- Multiple reporting filters and exports to excel, word and PDF
- Check layout flexibility
- Signature Capture, Topaz devices supported

**INTEGRATION**

- SMS|Host PMS Enhanced Interface
- 3rd Party PMS Basic Guest Inquiry & Charge Posting
- Gift Card Integration: Shift4 It’s Your Card
- F&B Inventory Interfaces: ChefTec, Accubar, Clear Sky

**ARCHITECTURE, DEPLOYMENT AND HARDWARE**

- VB.NET SQL Platform
- Flexible deployment: on-premise or hosted
- Server/VMWare: Server 2008, Server 2012
- Workstations: All-in-One or Touchscreen; Windows 7, 8.1, 10
- Tablets: Native to windows tablets
- Peripherals: Epson, Citizen printers; Metrologic, WASP Scan Guns; MMF Drawers

Quickly navigate menu items. Menus can have several levels and items can have logos, button colors and font changes.